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The construction of underground nuclear waste repositories will strongly disturb the initial thermo-hydro-
chemo-mechanical equilibrium of the site. In addition to direct mechanical perturbations during excavation,
which induce redistribution of the stresses and possible damage of the surrounding rock mass, the ventilation
of the galleries will also modify the moisture content of the rock, resulting in shrinking or swelling, and more
generally modifying the physical-chemical properties of the material. Safety concerns about preservation of
confining properties of rock mass at short and long time scales require a deep understanding of the
hydromechanical behavior of the host rock. In particular the dependence of elastic, possibly anisotropic,
moduli and nonlinear properties (plasticity, damage, creep…) as a function of the moisture level, need to be
quantified. In addition, in order to construct physically based micromechanical models of these dependencies,
the various micromechanisms at their origin and their characteristic scales need to be identified.

Various independent studies (e.g. Pham et al., 2006) agree on the decrease of overall rigidity and failure
stress of argillite with increasing humidity. A recent study (Valès 2008, Bornert et al., 2010) making use of
optical full-field strain measurement techniques on centimetric samples under uniaxial compression suggests
that this apparent decrease of elastic properties on wet samples can be essentially explained by the presence
of a millimetric network of “mesocracks”, induced by the preliminary unconfined hydration process. Indeed,
thanks to the full-field measurement technique, it was possible to show that the mechanical response of
undamaged areas, in-between cracks, was very similar at all moisture contents, both in terms of average
strains and strain fluctuations at the micrometric scale of the composite structure of the rock (matrix clay +
other mineral inclusions). The preliminary hydromechanical loading history of the sample seems thus to play
an essential role in the evolution of the overall linear, and probably also nonlinear, properties of the rock.

To further investigate this question, a new device (see Figure 1a) has been designed at the Laboratoire de
Mécanique des Solides, in which moisture and uniaxial stress can be imposed and controlled
simultaneously and independently, and combined with real time continuous optical observations at both the
scale of the sample (36 mm high, observed with one image of 4872 × 3248 pixels, 1 pixel = 7,4 µm) and
the scale of the microstructure (several juxtaposed 1,5 × 1,5 mm fields observed with 2048 × 2048 pixels
images, 1 pixel = 0,74 µm). Various metrological improvements with respect to the earlier setup allow us
to investigate much smaller evolutions of the material (resolution better than 10-5 at the macroscopic scale).

This setup in particular allows us to impose a prescribed suction under constant uniaxial stress (see
example of results in Figure 2) and thus measure the dependence of swelling properties as a function of
the applied stress. The application of loading/unloading cycles with limited stress amplitude (10 MPa), at
various suctions, gives access to the dependence of elastic properties with suction on the same sample, and
its possible evolutions due to irreversible phenomena (damage) during a hydration/dehydration cycle. It is
in addition possible to focus the analysis on the bulk material and on the motion of individual mesocracks,
to quantify their relative contribution to the overall deformation. Complex hydric/mechanical loading paths
are currently explored on Bure argillite samples. The presentation will provide a synthesis of the results
available at the time of the conference.
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In addition to these optical observations, Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) observations of samples
submitted to uniaxial compression inside the chamber of the SEM (see Figure 1b) are currently underway.
Thanks to the improved spatial resolution provided by a Field Emission Gun (FEG), an improved analysis
of the deformation modes at the scale of the microstructure is expected. In particular, possible
microdamage, for instance in the form of particle/matrix interfacial microcracks, will be sought. In
addition, a special device under development will allow us to control the temperature of the sample under
compression, in order to perform this analysis on wet samples by means of the environmental mode of the
FEG-Environmental-SEM available at LMS.
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Figure 1: Uniaxial compression under controlled moisture with multiscale optical full-field
measurements (a), and mechanical test in FEG-SEM (b).

Figure 2: Different scales investigated by strain gauges and optical measurements; example of
experimental results during desaturation under a constant stress of 2MPa.


